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Making a Games is one of those badges that makes me quit and think Wow! The girls are really free thinkers. Their thoughts are not bound by the thought of this work, but they come with the wildest ideas and try to make it work. I'm not sure at what age we lost that dream. But, the 3rd reader is a great



creator. Each girl is given a list of 10 items they found at our meeting point. They look tall and low. They had to write the location of the item (by the window, above the door, etc.) and turn it on. We've bought a Girl Scout pencil for the prize. Each girl receives one, no matter when they're done. The girls
also worked to Make Friends at the same time, so for their stuff hiding they made SWAPs and wrote notes stating one thing they liked about people hunting down their stuff. We draw names to see who gets who. Later, the girls hid their stuff and had to create a list of instructions to give clues to find them.
Many girls have never done anything like this before and we have some ccups... We also had some forgotten girls where they put their belongings 5 minutes later and it became a scavenger hunter for everyone... without clues. For the most part, though, it works okay and the girls have fun. We played
badge pins on Girl Scouts. I had a Cricut and I cut a big paper doll and clothes to resemble the Girl Scouts. I then cut the triangle for the form of the Brownie badge. We blind girls, punch them 3 times and make them loose to try to pin badges on Girl Scouts. We don't use pins, though. We use tape blobs,
because I don't want to use any First Aid skills. Here are the pieces I used to make Girl Scouts with Cricut Paper Doll cartridges: Body: Blackout Shirt: Promboy Shirt Jacket: Leprechan Accessories 2 Shadows - cut tails and Skirt arms: Cowg Blackirl - cutting fringe shoes: Raggedy Doll Girl Accessories 1
Cap: The 3-shadow dress cut a hair antenna: The Girls' Mermaid Head opted to play Hot Cookie (think Hot Potatoes and use cookie boxes). We decided they should change 3 things. They're good too. Their changes are: Every time a music stops, a cookie box travels in the opposite direction when music
starts again. Tossing cookie boxes across circles is allowed. You had to be caught with the box 2 times before you went out. I learned that you want to use girls games play many times together. It's also useful to make sure it's a game where everyone is aware of normal rules. If you have time, let the girls
to come up with as many changes as they can and combine them all or vote for the top choice. What's funny is that after this meeting, for a while, when playing this game they want to play their version ... not the original boring version. It became something that was just them. I Am I co-leader of college
students at the time (which I still missed) led this with the girls. We brought in hula loops, a few different balls, jump straps, flocky leg cables, and cloth strips for the flag. We basically turned girls loose and said Okay, came up with the game. I think this is going to take a lot of time, but it does. The girls
were very creative. About this, I recommend bringing in all sorts of stuff and just sitting down and letting the girls lead. Of course, it is enough to supervise to keep their creativity safe and no one is injured. But, let them play and talk and create their sport. And... There you have ... the whole badge ...
People often ask me how long our meetings are (is). We have 2 1/2-hour meetings, but this badge is divided into 3 meetings and we do the Make Games section, Make Friends, and another all at the same time. The disadvantage of splitting like that is when the girl does not attend all meetings... They
missed a double badge. Use your imagination to make it a new game. 1. Try scavenger hunting 2. Make a mystery game 3. Create a party game 4. Change rule 5. Create a whole new sport When you've earned this badge, you'll know how to create new games and share it with others. The badge comes
in a packet that includes mailboxes, pets, making games, creators, and making friends badges. Iron-on. The Girl Scout Badge, awards, and other insignia obtained for the achievement of skills building activities or any prescribed requirements should be presented, worn, or displayed only after the Girl
Scout has completed the requirements outlined in the appropriate program materials. This post may contain affiliate links and this website is not related to, affiliated with, approved by, certified by the US Girl Scout or Frontier Girls. The idea is my own and I share to help you run your army easily. What do
girls don't like playing games? Have fun exploring all kinds of different games from scavenger hunting, mystery, party games, making new games and more. In this post I will share with you 6 fun games to play with your army as well as my great activity booklet together making planning easier. Here are
some ideas to get you started. Create a Game Activity Book Before jumping into some ideas, do you want to skip all the planning? If so, use this Activity Book with a hand-in-hand activity to keep the girls involved while learning new and exciting. No matter how young or old you all love games, games on
computers, using cards, playing with balls. You can find and make games with anything by using your imagination, you won't get tired of playing games. With step-by-step activities, you can't ask for an easier way to run your meeting. With step-by-step activities, you can't ask for an easier way to run your
meeting. Learn more and you are today! Be sure to check out other activities your girls will love: The color of Scavenger Hunting What you need: Paper, a Marker how to play: Before meeting on the paper writes a color scavenger hunt on paper. Give each girl one of the paperwork and tell them to use a
marker and scrob a few places using that color. Do they add about 10 colors to the sheet. Then they started searching around the meeting area for something that matches that color and sat on their paper. Or write it down if it's great to move. The first girl completed the first win. Here's a distinction to this
game using a white paper bag. Click here Spoon Racing What you need: spoon, egg, or anything else the girls will be moved on a spoon. How to play: These are games girls can play that they can follow the instructions you give or they come up with their own spoon racing. Options for the rules: Have
girls bring their eggs from the starting line to the endpoint and come back again, then pass it on to the next girl to repeat the process. If the egg is dropped, the girl must stop and retrieve it. Any group that gets eggs back and to the back of the fastest win. Dragon Tail Tags Of course you need a new way to
play tags right? Well have your girls lined up in a row and hold hands up. The front girl's job is to try to tagging the last girl in line that is the dragon's tail. Everyone climbed the line around to try to catch the last player while the players in the middle tried to stop the head from getting tailed. Don't break the
holding line of hands all the time. After the tail head catch she moves backwards and the next girl is head. 150 Games – You Wont Have trouble getting a badge now! Ok so some of the ideas above are fantastic, but what if you just want a simple manual with endless games to choose from for your girls.
Well I have a book that would be great for you. This is great even beyond this badge. Why? Because you know when you work on a reading or writing badge and the girls just look like they need to get up and move? Well pull out this book flip to the page and play fun games If you don't want to spend time
planning, our Book of Activities has step-by-step instructions with activities that don't require any planning other than collecting supplies and printing booklets. What do we do after your girls complete the activity? Of course give them a badge to proudly on their vests, they got it! In addition If you like many
of our leaders want to award our girls when they complete something even outside just a patch. One of the best ways to show achievements is with the certificate. Don't worry you don't have to make them, I find the resources that have done all the work for you and all you have to do is print it out and
adjust the certificate by the name, badge or award of each girl earned, date, and military leader. Certificates can be edited suitable for awarding girls after getting More Resources For You Outside of The Site, I was asked a lot of what other resources are out there on the internet for Leaders. I've done
some digging over the years and have used a lot of resources myself. I compiled a list of some great companies that sell patches, programs and even other bloggers that offer amazing resources that might suit your needs better than my website. Check out what I found. *This post contains affiliate links.
Updated August 2020 As a child growing up in the free, unsalted electronic era in the 1970s, making the game to play was something my friends and I did myself. In the playground located between the apartment buildings where we live, all we need is a ball, some cable, and jump strap. The hand game,
ball game, and the game we made on the ground using hybrids made us busy and entertained for hours. In today's world, children barely have time to breathe between their busy school schedules, lessons, games, and activities. As leader of the Brownie Girl Scouts, you can help the girls in your military
pipes into their imagination to get Brownie Making a game badge. Don't be afraid to have this badge take twice a meeting ... Girls need time to let their flow of creativity. Images created by the author on Canva Step 1 CubaN Scavenger Hunt Ask the girls if they ever hunt for scavengers. Share with them
what it takes. They will create scavenger hunting with each other for a reason where you meet. Divide the military into two teams and they have come up ten items they can hide. Badge instructions provide a listing of what to include, such as difficult to find and easy to find items. Collect a list and make
sure you can collect them in a timely manner for the next meeting. Anything you're not in the existing hands needs to be removed from the list. You can ask the girls to carry the goods, but you're at risk they don't have what it takes for the next meeting. At the next meeting, have a team hiding objects while
the other works on a coloring page or word search. Then they will hunt for hidden objects. Then let the other girl team hide while others keep busy. Step 2 Create a Mystery Gaming Material Cardboard box with a hole cut on the side items for pencil boxes and paper This is a fun game that every girl can
try. Bring in different items to put in Cardboard boxes that have a pretty big cut hole for each girl's arm. Put hard to know items at a time. The girls need to guess what the item is and write it. Some of the items to be included are: Sandpaper Pompoms Block Fleece scraps Branch Squishy Paper Toy Step
3 Make Party Games There are plenty of classic party games that you can play with your girls' music chairs, tail pins on asses, hot potatoes, balloon pop, and frozen dance just a few. a few. Of the 128 latex balloons in diverse colours from Amazon Another game that girls can play is Twister. It's a classic
that never comes out of style.  Game twisters from Amazon Step 4 Change The Rules of the Girls know how to play a bunch of games. All you need to do is change the rules or add rules. For example, play Simon Says but reverse the rules and they have to do things when Simon DOESN't say. Girls can
play relay racing and you can add components like they need to do five bowls jumping when before they knock out the next person to take a turn. Step 5 Create a Whole New Sport or Talking Game with girls about different sports. What do they have in common? They had the ball, someone tried to score
goals, and there was fault and defensively. Board games also have objectives for them ... to reach the end for victory. For this need, girls can create new ball games to play, complete with rules. Images created by writers in Canva Or girls can create new games. There are plenty of free game board
templates available online for you to print, so do a search and find that you think will work for your girls. Spinners are also available if you do not have a spare dial. Any object can be a game token. As a launch to this activity, talk about what their favorite game is to play and ask why. Use these common
factors to create games in small groups. What has your army done to get a badge making a brownie game? Badge?
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